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Gateway vs Collection Solution: comparison

Gateway Collection

Contracts

Settlement

Settlement
Currencies

You need to sign a contract with each
provider directly (supported by
PXP Financial)          

You need just one contract with PXP
Financial and we take care of all the 
relations for you.

Providers will settle directly to you
PXP Financial will reconcile the payments
and provide you a reconciliation report         

Providers will settle directly to PXP Financial
PXP Financial will take care of the
transaction reconciliation with providers
and settlement of funds to you and
provides a detailed settlement report

This is dependent on the Provider
agreement.

PXP Financial offers 10 settlement
currencies: EUR, USD, GBP, AUD, CAD, SEK,
DKK, NOK, CHF and JPY.

Gateway

Payment Processing
Our payments platform connects merchants, consumers and payment
providers together; processing millions of payments transactions through
hundreds of local and global payment methods.

Your
Customer

Your
Online Shop

Bank transfer
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Global Cards

Wallet Services

Vouchers

Local Schemes

CODE



Payment Methods

Want to talk about growing your
payment business with PXP Financial?

Get in touch

contact@pxpfinancial.com
+44 20 3885 0598

Collection Services

Payment Methods

PXP Financial offers a processing interface for more
than 100 of the world’s most popular payment methods -
so you make sure your customers always have an easy
way to pay for your gaming service.

For a detailed list of all payment methods offered by
PXP Financial, please contact us directly.

We provide conversion and drop off metrics related to
the PXP Financial’d Checkout solution (hosted Paymen
Pages). Graphical dashboards and reports are presented
using Google Analytics. You can also receive tracking
data pushed to your own analytics tool.       

Track customer behaviour on the payment pages
Understand drop-offs
View reports and statistics on conversion metrics
Analyse the effectiveness of the payment pages
Possibility to drive enhancements on conversion
Rely on PXP Financial’s payment pages instead
of insourcing checkout      

We make your life easier by managing your entire payment flow from start to finish. We take care of the complete
relationship with providers. All you need is one contract with PXP Financial and you’re ready to go with any of our 
payment methods and a huge network of acquirers.
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